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Tanveer Sharma(20.05.1991)
 
Before Introducing myself, I want to share my views:
 
Friends! Plannings are really not enough to bring any change. Actions must be
taken. As, without Implementing actions, plannings are  always  futile.
 
Secondly, If you think, the track I  follows is really wrong one then prove me
wrong by following another path. I mean, If you want to see any change in any
system then BE A CHANGE.
 
Thirdly, Don't judge the book by its cover. You must read it to understand. Same
thing should be implemented by us for our surrounding and people.
 
Seriously, I think we should never say any kind of that thing which may hurt
others. It may effect the person who is sensitive in nature.
 
Learning is a life long process. And experiences are always good Teachers.
 
 
So, This is Tanveer Sharma from Bathinda, Punjab(India) .I am a student of
engineering in the stream of electronics and communications studying at
yadavindra college of engineering, Talwandi sabo (Punjab) . I have been writing
poems since 2002, when I was 11. As I belong to Punjab, So initially! I started
writing in Punjabi Language and since 2008, I have been composing Poetry in
English language as well.  Mostly, I write on social awareness, surroundings,
personal feelings and Imaginary poems.  As I used to keep myself busy and  I
spend most of the time with my poems. Teachers and family have been most
supportive with  creative ideas.... and got inspiration for writing poems  from my
mom. I can say that writing ability travels in my blood....  I mostly wrote on
social evils But since I joined AP, I started writing from the imagination to the
love write.
 
For me, My teachers are 'the best' in the world. Because they encouraged me on
the very step of talent, even when I didn't know the meaning of stage, dance,
mike, confidence, audience. They taught me about all these in practical meaning.
For me, My School Teacher Named 'Sarla Sharma' is my god of encouragement,
confidence, talent, Suggestions, fun, sincerity, Dedication, Punctuality. I really
Feel, If I was not able to get a guide in life like her, then I am sure that I could
be on some different level of thinking.
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And the most Important part in my life is of My mom-dad & little sis (Deepali) .
Whenever I got imbalance in life's step, they hold me tightly & encouraged me.
What to say about mom!  My mom (Usha Sharma)     is really an example for me
of women empowerment. I don't know from where she got such strength to
dedicate herself all the time for another. She is much appreciable for her deeds.
As, she has donated blood for 15 times & organized many camps, awaking her
students for dedicating themselves too for society, organizing a little center for
educating poor children on her own level via students. She is my role model.  
& My Dad! (Ram Rachhpal) , he is so supportive on every level. He is more closer
to me to share my talks & situations. He is a person with calm  is also so sincere
& a disciplined man at every step. He gives every little happiness to me & my
family with surprises in various ways. He tries to create fun all around for making
his surrounding happy. Lucky to have him as a Father.
Now time to introduce my Little Angel (My Sis - Deepali) . I feel, she is the
naughtiest person on this land. She is so talented in the field of Dancing,
Anchoring, in eating (Lolz) , in fighting () . But she is my Best friend with whom I
share about all the things.
 
Moreover, another Vital part in my life is my 'College Friends.' They are really
amazing. They taught me a lot about enjoyment, laugh, fun. & The most
important thing is they always keep me with them as a little child. I shower my
all anger on all of them but they are really so sweet, who calm me down in their
way. I am very happy To have Apurva (Apple Angel) , Arshpreet (Aachhi) ,
Himanshu Khurana (Chhota bhai) , Khushbeen (Khushi) , Jaswinder (Babbu) ,
Harpreet (Charged Battery) , Dilpreet (Dilpreet) , Simrandeep (Sabby) , Thakur
Navneet Singh (Ganda Dost) , Hemant Sahni (Hemant) , Sushant Sran (Chua) ,
Rishabh Kalia (Mr. Kalia) , Gurpreet (Chhamakchhalo)     in my life. All are really
so entertainig, Talented, Creative in different fields. They used to tease me for
chocolates and on every moment. My words are lesser to praise my wonderful
group. Smiles.
 
Thanking god for his all time support. He gave me worst situations to fight &
made me winner in front of the worst. Reasons behind My Poetry are my
feelings, social evils, daily experiences, my thoughts, my enjoyments, & my
nature.
 
 
 
& With the help of writing, I realize that I am daily improving myself.... thank
you all poets for being with me, for inspiring me and for pointing out  my
mistakes in  compositions to help me improvement... This Tanveer Sharma really
thank you all from the bottom of her heart..... god bless you all! And  to all for
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spending your precious time with my poetry....And you can contact me on:
chocolover1991@
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All Alone
 
Crying Loudly,
Tears roll down,
Heart in pain,
Roughness in life,
Feeling Alone,
without you.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Angels
 
All angels are together,
praying to Jesus,
For altering human's weather.
As people don't feel happy,
in happiness of others,
Human feel even jealous,
from their sisters and brothers.
That is why these angels are all together,
To change such climate into peaceful weather.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Anger - A Fire
 
Anger - A fire,
Immediate reaction to oppose the conspire.
Burns my body and I become rude and fret,
After getting high temper, there is no value of regret.
Anger is a kind of poison,
Spoils my life and denying every joy and fun.
Oh fire! Oh anger! you are requested to stay away,
And let me handle every situation in cool and calm way.
As you always hurt people who are so close to me,
Opposing you for finding happiness's key.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Attraction
 
Faith and trust in your friendship,
Grown up as tree's growth,
Strongest in roots,
Watering daily with sharing emotions,
Enjoying its shade with lots of fun,
Fruitful care attracted me completely,
Attracted for being your friend,
As you are really so protective with shade.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Awareness
 
Pink is a ribbon,
for breast cancer awareness,
And indicating to
'think before you pink'
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Be Happy
 
Live life Happily,
Though pain follows,
Lets beat the pain,
And let her be in vain,
So,  laugh & laugh again.
 
Sorrows will move so far,
Tensions get upset,
If you really get happy,
If you follow nothing to worry's therapy,
And don't worry, be happy.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Behavior (Misbehavior)
 
Oh god! My behavior,
How to change it?
My Anger - my nature!
How to maintain it?
My Attitude problems,
How to chain it?
Jealousy - a worst feeling,
How to complain it?
 
This behavior spoils me,
It spoils me with a fire,
It vanishes me every time,
It should be tied with a wire,
Please help! help me for amendments,
I don't want to be called a liar,
I need help! please help,
Help me out from the misfire.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Birds Chirping
 
Birds chirping and singing
to encourage human beings,
Flying happily to make new nests,
As their nests were flown with storm,
But birds are not discouraged,
They fly so high to find new location,
To improve that worst situation.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Bounded Woman
 
I am not allowed to take even a breath in my own way,
I am still bounded and slave of male-dominating society.
I even can't go to the world of my dreams and can't fly away,
As man consider me and animals in same variety.
Selfish man gave me injuries and snatched my aim's feathers,
And made me slave by keeping me in four walls all around.
But I wanted to enjoy twenty first century's weather,
But why could not I fly and still get bound?
Just tell me readers! Till when I have to bear these pains,
I wanna fulfill my dreams for being the most successful.
Just tell me! when I will get chance to enjoy superior rains,
As I wanna leave these bounds as this is so stressful.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Brave Soldiers
 
Struggled for freedom,
Happily sacrificed their lives
for precious nation.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Bridal Dress
 
Wearing this  bridal dress,
makes me happy as well as sad.
Happy for the reason
that My love and me
gonna be one soul in two bodies.
And sad for the reason
That I will have to leave parental home forever.
But somehow, I feel amazing
by wearing beautiful bridal dress.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Britney
 
A woman with passion,
blessed with Multitasking,
A lady with  ultimate progression,
stepped up with hard working.
A Daughter of talent,
With shiny past, present and future,
A girl who is perfect and brilliant,
Hats off to her creative ideas and humor.
This caliber being is none other than Britney Spears,
We all appreciate her in our own way,
As for complimenting Britney- let us cheers,
Britney is the beauty of artistry is all I want to say.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Chain Of Poverty
 
we are tied in the chain of poverty,
Please for the sake of humanity,
Help us out from the adversity,
Help us to break the chain of scarcity.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Chains Of Evils
 
Who is free?
who said our nations are independent?
I totally disagree,
man is bounded in chains of evils at present.
In the chain of drug-addiction,
chain of sins like female - foeticide.
In the chain of scams, corruption,
Lets be together for being away from evils and to avoid.
No friends! we are not free,
Our society has no freedom,
So, lets be together to find the key,
To unlock such chain to save society from such storm.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Challenging The Time
 
Time did challenge me to fight with the worst,
But it could never understood my aim and its thirst.
I will never kneel down in front of situations,
I will surely achieve my targets with my preparations.
Coming tomorrow will have same sunshine as my confidence,
And the same evening moon's foulders and brightness.
I am the woman of today who challenges the coming days,
That I will shine as a star with my hard work in many ways
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Closed Doors
 
If the path you followed is blocked,
And the room you entered got locked,
Keys are difficult to find out,
Think for a while how to sort out,
At last break the locked and closed door,
Move ahead and let the past ignore.....
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Comparisons
 
Comparisons like oh! this is the best,
and that is second best should be rejected.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Dance And Music
 
when I am in happy mood with no bounding,
I always do dance with beautiful surrounding,
I accompanies air for a classy moment,
I enjoy the rhythm happily to reach the firmament,
I hang around with smile to value music & dance,
To enjoy happily, I never miss a chance.
 
And
 
And, when I suffer from pain,
I tap my feet so fast again,
Sometimes, eyes accompany tears,
I dance in front of mirror to make myself cheers,
Music and Dance both try to reduce my sorrow,
I really enjoy it from yesterday to today and till tomorrow.
 
Really
 
Yep, music make it worth to all the feelings,
Tears, pain, gladness, happiness - all have unique dealings.
with dance & music - Some are entertained & some are entertaining,
Music, Dance and mood varies from pain to the moment of raining,
Dance alone or dance with your partner,
Music and Dance will make you forget where you were.
 
Oh yeah
 
They take to you in another world,
Where you may fly like a bird,
Where you can express your feelings with ease,
They are truly mood accompanies's keys.
Loved the music and loved even more for dancing,
some enjoy singing, some by dancing and some by glancing.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Dangerous Magic
 
I visited to Sorcerer for betterment in life,
I asked for the solutions for my personal concerns,
He used his fake magics and created cuts on body with knife,
He said this red blood will help you to reduce your burdens.
I played with my own body though I was educated,
I have learnt lessons of such fake magics,
Though my education's importance is wasted,
Because I went to have useless credits.
Credits to sort out problems with the help of sorcerer,
Benefits for smoothing my whole life,
But the fake person took all money by making my vision blur,
And I kept my own life in the situation of strife.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Dark Room
 
I was Hurt
I was in Pain
My trust was rusted
I believed blindly
& I was proved blind
I was waiting
But it was useless
I was crying
But no-one cared
I was still in a hope
unfortunately, rupturing hopes
Those memories
spoiled my happiness
fired my blissfulness
Didn't know what to do
Didn't know what not to do
I just entered into the room
Room that full of darkness
Closed it from inside
so tightly it was.
 
One day some one knocked
knocked the door again
I didn't open
One more knock
more louder was sound
I opened the door
& I was quiet
Someone entered inside
To accompany me in the dark
in my life to bring bright spark
To Hold me Tightly
I didn't want to trust again
as I was broken
I was scared
Didn't want to die again
the death of feelings
& I was afraid
for the rebirth of pain
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Pain that can happen again
don't want to die by trusting again.
 
I shouted and cried
Go away and leave me alone
Don't bother me, Don't Hold me
For me you will always be unknown
No need to come closer
As affection, feelings & trust are shredded
And far away my soul is gone
I pushed him out
From the House of Darkness
where me and my loneliness resides
And Rain of tears accompanied me
& Fragrance of agony was with me
Door of the house was knocked again
I didn't open and locked it with a heavy chain
Someone was waiting outside
But I didn't care
I came back into my room
to sleep in the darkness forever
knocking was so louder and continuous
But I opened the door - never.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Death Of Feelings
 
The day you stopped talking to me,
Was the day of death of each kind of my feeling.
The day you started ignoring me,
Was the day of lots of pains and squealing.
I remember my every cry in front of you,
I even remember your sudden change in behavior.
I can't forget that I even bent in front of such big crew,
Said sorry for no mistakes
and was kneeling down in front of your misbehavior.
You're the murderer of my each affection,
you are the reason of my today's loneliness.
You're the killer of my each compassion,
You are the only one who did beck my real happiness.
You're the reason, your every harsh treatment,
Is the cause of the death of my feelings.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Dedicated To Special People
 
we paint for expressing our ideas for beautiful world,
Though we cannot see....
we dance for showering our feelings for the wonderful music,
Though we cannot hear....
we express our thoughts via gestures,
though we cannot speak....
God has really made everyone unique,
as you're in a way, same we are in another way..
Uniqueness in ideas, in gestures, in expressions,
special are we with god's grace for progression...
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Demerits Of Others
 
Always seen demerits of others,
when I kept spectacles on my weak eye-sight,
My uncountable demerits became so clear.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Depression
 
Hunger is my all time friend,
Hard work always overextend,
Restlessness loved me,
Poverty hugged me,
Sorrows did my welcome,
People react so harsh as I am dumb.
Helplessness is in my favor,
My whole body always shiver.
Because appetite bring tears in eyes,
My depression is more bigger than skies.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Dreams
 
With Closed Eyes,
Wanted to reach the sky,
With opened eyes,
I was so high.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Drug Addicted
 
When anyone tastes drug for once
slowly and slowly taste it again,
It can easily controls other's sense,
And bring darkness to family and problematic rain.
Spoils family and waste addicted's time,
Vanishes all five senses and control his/her mind,
Need of money to buy it can be fulfilled by certain crime,
Destroys respect and blight all mankind.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Elegance
 
Mamma's Love,
Daddy's care,
Brother's teasing way,
And Sister's way for feelings share,
Friend's every time support,
Lessons by teachers for doubt to be clear,
Grand parent's beautiful stories,
Challenging situations with lots of dare,
All are consisting with elegance,
All are filled with lots of emotions.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Elegance All Around
 
When I wake up,
I feel how beautiful is the morning!
When Mom brings a cup of bed-tea,
I believe how gracious is mom who cares a lot.
When I get ready & reaching to my college,
The way friends tease makes me realize they are so cheerful.
The way teachers Helping in different subjects,
Makes me surprise for teachers's sharpness.
The one who serves food at Nescafe,
I am amazed that  how nice is he!
When I come back from the college,
Dad waits for me at bus stop,
& I do feel how caring is he.
My little sis who makes lots of fun to make others happy,
I really think how luxurious is she!
I truly feel every one concerned with me,
From nature to everyone are completely filled with elegance.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Encouragement
 
By having faith in talents of young children,
By encouraging, by saying you can do it,
And By helping them in hard work and in preparation,
By holding youngsters  tightly so they will never quit,
Can change our world for the betterment of all children.
Lets take youngsters in the world of progress,
Lets join to support them on every progressive step,
Lets help our youth to move towards success,
Lets accompany new generation for positive yep
So that we can change our world for the betterment of generation
The way to encourage them can have positive results,
Our inspiration can easily uplift them,
It would be beneficial if hand full of help can be given by adults,
And we may get shiny and amazing youth called gem,
That is why I request people
to encourage others for betterment of all children.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Environmental Effect
 
Increasing Pollution,
Cutting trees,
life's extinction,
no human, no bees,
wooden decoration on empty swings.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Epic Memories
 
Childhood memories
and
old photographs,
different games,
and
enjoyable days,
those perfect timings
with you
'Mannae',
all are perfectly abiding...
But
where you have gone
bro,
where to find you,
all these immortal
and epic memories
reminds me of you....
 
DEDICATED TO MY COUSIN WHO IS NO MORE.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Equal
 
We really should have equal rights,
rich, poor, doctor, engineer and laborer,
equality for education,
equality for every provision,
Line should be removed
between  inferior and superior.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Faith In You
 
Dear God! I believe you,
I love you, having faith in you.
 
Sometimes when I get imbalance,
You become my power for my step's maintenance.
 
Whenever I feel dark on planet and in the skies,
I join my hands, close the eyes.
 
And I get shine and brightness all around,
Because My faith in you wins and loudly sound.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Family's Love For A Girl....
 
Love is a pure emotion,
Mamma's love and daddy's affection,
Realize me that I am an angel.
Brother's loving care,
Tells That I a am safest doll.
Sister's amiability,
made me feel that I have a trustworthy friend.
Love is amazing,
It really made a girl feel,
She is the only fairy in this world.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Feeling Grief
 
Storm came, destroyed poor's home,
washed earnings of hard work,
Regretting  destiny, feeling grief.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Feeling Lonely
 
Selfish human killed my fallow trees
With axe to fulfill their own requirements
And I feel very lonely and sad.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Flowers And You
 
Lovely flowers and lovely you,
Lovely the things that you do,
Precious is the meaning of these white flowers,
just  the same for me, precious is you.
 
White color indicates  the peace,
I wish to keep you always with happiness and ease,
I just love to keep you with such softness as soft as you,
Just similar with the vital indication of flowers for appease.
 
These white flowers and you both are so much graceful,
I have   no words to compliment that ' you're so beautiful',
But yeah! I know only one thing about these flowers and you,
That you both are very charming, superb and delightful.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Formula To Success
 
Targets to the goal,
Passion has main role,
Hard work is required,
Struggle will surely acquired,
Obstacles may come into the path,
But positiveness can remove every kind of wrath,
so, all constitute together towards the progress,
passion, hard work, punctuality, sincerity are formula to success.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Fortitude
 
I am proudly telling
That
I am a girl,
a strong girl...! ! !
On the way I am leading,
the way to success,
And road to progress,
is completely filled with obstacles..
But because of fortitude
and my inner strength,
I cover the street with ease
which is long in length...
My society does not want
that women reaches to her success easily,
As this is man-dominating...
But I don't stop
and I don't care,
about various spikes in my way,
I am already aware...! ! !
And I am proudly saying,
That I am a girl,
strong girl...! ! ! !
As with the help of fortitude,
I am easily stepping up
to the ladder in the sky,
God has gifted me wings of dreams,
with the help of them,
I am going to fly....! ! !
With the help of fortitude,
This girl is going to fly....! ! ! !
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Free To Fly
 
When you are free to fly,
When you have choice of free will,
Then that is the biggest challenge,
The biggest and precious gift ever,
To choice your own,
To prove that you are the best all in all,
If you are free to fly,
Then with open-heart you should fly so high.
It is almost your choice,
to choose your kingdom,
to choose your palace,
to choose diamonds,
As simply! you're free to choose.! ! ! !
You're free to desire,
you're free to think and achieve,
All is in your hands,
Finally you're free to fly in the sky.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Friends Forever
 
I didn't know to share my talks,
I didn't know to smile in my walks,
You came into my life,
Taught me how to deal with every strife,
Your every naughtiness made me smile,
You sprouted seeds of happiness in a while,
Your every talk, expression, fun means a lot to me,
From I and you, it became we,
I loved you yesterday,
And mean it today,
Will be there with you tomorrow for sure,
Feeling Glad to be a friend of your,
I will go far away from you ever never,
I promise that we are FRIENDS FOREVER.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Globalization
 
Child Wondering about speeds,
and working for economic growth,
As Globalization all around.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Goal
 
To achieve Targets
Work Hard,
If Not Successful
Try Again,
If its not worthy
Don't loose hope,
Completely Dedicate
To make you satisfy, 
Eyes upon the aim
with positive attitude,
Have Faith in yourself
and don't pause your move,
Move towards your goal
with passion & aggression,
with faith and dedication
achieve the objective with full preparation.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Golden Gift
 
You're my golden gift,
So Precious & loving,
You're really so special,
Sincere, dear &  caring.
 
Your all time support,
I need you in happiness,
I Want you too in sorrows,
And need you when I am depress.
 
You're my diamond,
You're my all gold,
I am lucky to have you today,
And desiring you even if I get old.
 
Hold me tightly forever dear friend,
You're really so precious to me,
without you, I am like fish without water,
As I need you every time so truly.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Golden Period
 
I have been waiting for Independence of the nation,
I have been waiting for the golden day with aspiration.
That golden day, when every nation is to be called as independent,
As youth of each nation would be very powerful and magnificent.
When all countries will be free from social evils,
When no-one will be spot on the nation and will no-more devils.
Devils are those who kill girl-child in the womb,
I am waiting for that golden period and boom.
When people will worship girls as a goddess,
Each country on that day will be in progress.
I have been waiting for the day,
When our youth would be far away
from drugs and its addiction,
When youth would equally be in discipline and no need of any restriction.
I have been waiting for that day from the long time,
When everyone will be in favor of anti-crime.
When no one will support corruption,
Everyone would be hard worker in my assumption.
I have been waiting for those golden days,
When each country will be progressing in many ways.
Powerful and educated youth need to join hands together,
So that Our dreams will easily be fulfilled with golden weather.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Green Angel
 
Green Angel has come to indicate
Greenery around is really great.
trees even help us for breathing,
So I request to human to stop cutting it.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Helplessness
 
My grandmother spent her whole life crying,
Same happened with my mom,
& for one time meal - she always crying,
now same is happening with me,
Painful reality is my child is suffering too.
We have no money,
We have a shed of helplessness,
we wear clothes of disrespect,
breathing in the air of pain,
But having no solution, no choice.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Hidden Job
 
People will call me corrupt,
give money under the table,
Otherwise, their trust can disrupt.
 
credit goes to the given picture in link:
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Hopes
 
Lets welcome New Dawn,
With Happiness,
Lots of Hopes,
Hoping Today I help someone,
Desiring freshness on other's face,
And the Reason should be me.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Human And Aliens
 
If Aliens would come to earth,
If they would also reach on our planet by birth!
Then what will happen?
Friends! Just think what will happen?
Aliens with grey body and shining eyes,
If they speak every thing twice.
If they have magic in their eyes and hands,
And started fulfilling earthling's demands.
Then dear buddy! natural phenomenons will be changed,
And Human's need according to himself will be arranged.
At night! If they request Aliens to make it a day,
With alien's eyes- sun will arise with his magical ray.
If Human being would become friends of Aliens,
Then they could alter world's every situation with their plan.
Due to the dazzling mind of human beings,
Aliens would be bounded to survive and enjoying their own swings.
Role of earthlings ceased them to arrive on earth,
And to open  eyes on earth on their birth.
Because man will misuse those power - resources,
And can interrupt easily with natural processes.
This is the reason for aliens having no connection with earthling,
Because today's man is so intelligent for each and everything.
 
Tanveer Sharma
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Human Brain
 
Human Brain,
active as machine,
bright as light,
fast like Bugatti veyron,
awesome in creativity.
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I & You
 
I believed you
and
You Destroyed me,
 
I am still holding you
and
you left me....
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I Am A Woman
 
I am a woman,
Reason for my broken feathers,
Just as you dear Butterfly,
I too want to have open fly.
 
My desire is to fly in the world of dreams,
My crave is to achieve my aims,
But My aim is to have freedom at every step,
Without difficult breath - oh yep!
 
But! But I am a woman,
Not a butterfly,
Just want to be as you,
But I can't have the right to enjoy too.
 
Where is a Democracy?
When I got equality?
I don't have found,
I searched here & there & all around.
 
Dear Butterfly! you are lucky,
As you're colorful,
You enjoy with beautiful flowers,
But as a woman, I lost all powers.
 
I wish! I could be a butterfly,
I too wish to enjoy for a short time,
I am also passionate to reach in the sky,
Like Butterfly, I too want to fly.
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I Can'T Hate You
 
I hate myself to love you,
As you did not deserve it.
I hate myself to trust you,
As you never knew its value.
I hate myself to care for you,
As you had no need of it.
I hate myself for sharing my  moments with you,
As you had no heart to feel those all.
I really hate promises,
Because you've broken them all.
I seriously hate myself for the moments I spent with you,
Because you kicked those precious timings.
I swear! I hate my self for giving you importance,
I really hate myself For making you my life.
But why cannot I hate you?
I really hate myself above all for the reason,
That still I cannot hate you..
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I Feel So Alone
 
Please! value my tears,
I am growing up with fears.
Fears for not getting food even today,
Feeling needy for clothes in another way.
I want to get education too,
But scarcity for money made me feel blue.
Please tell! what to do?
I wish to enjoy my childhood too.
Mom send me here & there for searching food,
some pushes me away, some talks so rude.
I feel so alone for my conditions,
Can anyone help for my situations?
People left me because of adversity,
I am so tensed for my poverty.
Help me for my future's brightness,
Any suggestions for my condition's progress?
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I Just Love Her
 
I just love My sweetheart & our Angel,
As the name tells 'she is unique',
I wish 'Apurva' gets happiness of every peak.
 
I just love her for the way she values each relation,
I am just loving the way she always care,
Oh yeah! I just love her for the guidance, she makes aware.
 
She is the girl who thinks for everyone's favor,
Although she teases me a lot,
But I really love her choice of all kind support.
 
She become my strength at life's different steps,
Helps & make fun to make her surroundings happy,
I salute & lets have big round of appreciation in the form of clappy.
 
I just love my dearest friend, appraise her a lot,
She is the true beauty of friendship in today's world,
I just love her the drift she handles the tough situation &  curled.
 
Thanks dear friend for being with me,
I wish may god bless every friend just as she,
I just love her, love her really.
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I Salute You
 
I salute you Tommy sir for your creative mind,
I really appreciate your writing skills and its rhyme.
 
I salute you for the way you represents reality of surroundings,
And much appreciates you for poetry which have amazing soundings.
 
I feel lucky to read your poem 'Dancing in the rain',
That take readers in the world of happiness and vanishes every pain.
 
I Hats off to you for football haiku and christmas white,
All your poems and writing pieces are so delight.
 
I liked you said in winter's warmth 'warm glowing lights brightly shine',
Same are my wishes that you may reach to the sky with poetry sunshine.
 
We all readers feel lucky to go through your epics,
As they are really so wonderful and strategics.
 
I salute you, I hats off to you for your artful deed,
You're the precious in the world of literature -
one day everyone will agreed.
 
DEDICATED TO MY POETIC FRIEND - TOMMY GARRISON
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If
 
If I beg,
I get disrespect,
If I do labor,
then cheap wages are not in favor.
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Incomplete
 
Someone lied,
Trust Broken,
No faith left,
Artist in pain,
Incomplete painting,
Eyes Justifying all.
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Indication
 
Watered in wavy ways
flows in particular direction,
Indicating for focusing aim
and appropriate action.
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Journey
 
From the day living being reached on earth,
Journey get start from the birth,
For searching food and to fulfill own desires,
itineration for reaching there wherever heart aspires,
Journey ends only with death,
Road of one place to another will end only with last breath,
All desires and all needs will have its end on one day,
That will be the day when we will  reach to the final way.
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Last Words On The Death Bed
 
I wish
you to always be with me
Till the last breath of mine
& till I feel fine,
Oh yeah
someone is calling
from up above the sky
which is so high,
I hope
you will hold me
Till the time I close my eyes
& Till I reach into the skies,
I believe
You to be Happy always
As you always made me smile
in every situation & in every style,
I confide
you may live long
I will look at you from the brightening sky
& please ever never cry,
I desire
you to say my last words
I love you today &  even after closing my eye
& after saying you good bye.
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Life
 
life is either a new morning or dark for every second,
life is an ocean of happiness for someone,
and stack of sadness for another one,
It is a river of love for someone,
And a wave of hate for another one,
Life's definition is different for everybody,
Because its vital for someone,
And having no value for another one.
 
~ Tanveer Sharma ~
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Lightening With Tears
 
Lightening Candle,
Indicating Brightness,
Spotlighting Positiveness,
Positiveness & Happiness.
But I lightened it with tears,
No-one ever felt my pain,
My tears hide themselves in Rain,
Sadness in my life will always remain.
I too want to share about  aching,
So, I lightened my candle with tears,
Come and please ask about my fears,
I need you to share pain & make me cheers,
Those who rusted my trust were my peers.
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Live Happily
 
Live Happily,
And
let others live freely.
As human can live happily with freedom,
same is in the case of other organism.
As birds and animals too can feel blessed,
If they would not bound in cage and  would not arrest.
As long as human dreams to fly with the feathers of success,
Just as like birds wanna fly so high and wanna progress.
So, I wanna request you all to not cage up other species,
As they too have one life which is very precious.
So live and let live each and every organism with ease,
And lets enjoy freshness of nature and its breeze
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Live Your Life
 
Live your life Happily,
work always passionately,
Ready to help others frequently,
Handle personal life & profession simultaneously,
Before reacting, listen completely,
Before speaking, think wisely,
Always take every situation lightly,
And in difficult moments, remember almighty,
Do good & expect rarely,
Fight with the worst powerfully,
Never be a part of sin knowingly,
& Live your life amazingly,
Live your life happily..
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Lost Friend
 
Today I cried a lot for such a pain,
As this friendship day reminds me of you again.
 
You were always there for me to make me smile,
Don't know where to find you to talk for just a while.
 
Today I wanted to wish you again 'friendship day',
But you are gone so far so that I will never reach you in any way.
 
Heart says to forget all the pains and wounds given by you,
But you deceived me in all respects that is also true.
 
I still remember those all promises which were done by us together,
You had taken all my happiness with beautiful weather.
 
Dear buddy! please come back for wishing me again,
My heart cries for you today once again.
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Lost In Love
 
I am lost in love with you,
And I hate  myself to love you,
As you did not deserve it.
I hate myself to trust you,
As you never knew its value.
But I am lost in love with you,
Yeah, I hate myself to care for you,
As you had no need of it.
I hate myself for sharing
my happy and sad timings with you,
As you have no heart to feel those all.
o Yeah! I am lost in love with you,
But I really hate promises,
Because you have broken them all.
I seriously hate myself for the moments
I spent wit?h you,
Because you kicked those precious timings.
I swear! I hate myself for giving you importance,
for making you my life,
But why can't I hate you?
Because I am lost in love with you,
I really hate myself above all for the reason
that still I can't  hate you.
I can't hate you,
Because I am lost in love with you.
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Lost Innocence
 
Lost innocence!
with kind of naughtiness,
where to find childhood days again?
As we jumped, danced and made paper boats for enjoying rain.
In those days,
mumma's lap and daddy's shoulder were best to sit for games and plays.
Where? dear readers! where we have lost that fun and enjoy,
Where our dolls and car- scooter were our favorite toys.
We reach in the world of various tensions,
And lost special care and those particular intentions.
As now we are grown up,
And we reached in the world where our carrier got start-up.
Different ideas to earn are flowing in our minds,
But the innocent that we have lost is somewhere still binds.
We all have child inside our heart,
Who can shout, cry, laugh with same innocence and art.
But such innocence is lost somewhere,
And did you find that naughtiness of mine there?
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Lost You, Lost Everything
 
Lost you, lost everything,
Lost the dream for being your forever,
Lost my each kind of feeling.
Lost your love, lost happiness,
Lost in loneliness, lost being mild,
Lost you, lost even how to express.
Lost you somewhere, finding here and there,
Lost my love But could not find you,
Lost you and feeling just despair.
Lost my peer - I lost my peer!
Lost you, lost everything,
Lost you, please tell! where are you dear?
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Love
 
love is a need
for human and animals too,
love is a care you do,
Love is here and there,
love is all around,
love shines in eyes,
love can be expressed in words,
or love can be felt through silence,
Love is a lovely feeling,
Love is gracious with soft dealing,
Love is nothing but includes everything,
Changes the surrounding in magic,
love is a happiness,
love is sacrifices for being more happy,
love is a complete understanding,
we all love our loved ones, closed ones,
because love is a generous and pure feeling
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Love Bleeds
 
Shadows in the dark, darkness hitting this place,
the place where I feel alone,
feel the pain of cheat and lies,
I am hurt, I am broken,
broken like shattered glasses,
with pieces that's bleeds when someone steps over,
I can't stop my tears, can't tell how do I feel,
hopeless hope and silent cries lies ahead,
but still always thinking of you
The way you cared, the way you hold,
I can't forget, I even can't forgive,
I can't forgive for the broken promises,
As I can ever never trust again,
trust is the thing, I used to breathe,
and now, it seems, I've to stop it,
I stopped to move, I stopped enjoying,
I stopped to smile, even stopped to care,
I am at the end of the world, end of an era,
as you were my world, you were my everything,
where you gone, please listen to my heart,
listen to my heart, don't hold me apart,
what happened friend, why you gone so far?
far away in a lonely place,
I don't know why do I die daily!
Die a painful death every possible second,
Die every time I look at love birds,
as they too reminds me of you,
Then I see darkness, I see my future-a dark future,
my future without u is as flower without fragrance,
it's a future without light, a future without 'HOPE'
Its I am without you, o dear friend it is so true.
 
WRITTEN BY - TANVEER SHARMA & NIKHIL CHANDWANI
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Love You Forever
 
I remember the Day I saw you,
Since The day I want you,
I want you to be in my life forever,
I promise! I love you forever & ever.
 
Oh yeah! all the time I think it,
Oh yes! I mean it! I wish it,
I wish you look into my eyes,
I hold you & take you in skies,
 
Oh yeah! I dream it,
Oh true! I feel it,
I feel you to be in my arms,
Let us be each other's lucky charms.
 
Oh yeah! I desire it,
I really aspire it,
Aspiring you to always be with me,
I promise to keep always happy thee.
 
Oh right! I deem it,
I deem it, I understand it,
I understand that you loves me too,
You looked at me & your eyes gave me a clue.
 
Oh God! How glorious is it!
I am blessed with it,
Blessed with charming affection,
Right now, I am busy in your welcoming preparation.
 
Oh yeah! I am enjoying it,
Oh true! I am really loving it,
To decorate our home with roses,
Thinking of various ways for unique proposes.
 
Oh glad! I mean it,
I mean it, I think of it,
I think for the moments, you gonna be mine forever,
I gonna Hold you tight forever & ever.
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You too Hold me, come close to me & take me wherever,
Because I love you, love you, love you forever & ever.
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Me And You
 
All time on my mind,
And deep in thoughts,
I found you & only you.
 
In the window of my eyes,
And with my every breath,
I see you, silently calls you.
 
My ears want to listen you,
And my heart beats for you too,
You are just superb, I know you.
 
Sometimes here and there,
& Everywhere, I speculates you,
In mirror, I look at me and imagine you.
 
This whole universe is indicating,
That I am in love with you,
My eyes are waiting to see you.
 
Because I know you are mine,
You are my smile and sunshine,
I forgot everything & just remember you.
 
Because I feel happy,
I reach into the magical world,
For the reason, I Love you
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Mistake
 
Regrets for the mistake
As I got alone
And lost you forever
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Mother - The Beauty Of Creation
 
Mother - you're really the beauty of creation,
As you're the best in caring and affection.
The way you love, the way you worry about me,
You're the real god - I know every one is agree.
You are kind as the way you sacrifices,
And When I baffle, The help I get with your advises.
All are amazing, As mom! you are the best,
Every that child is lucky, with loving mom who is blessed.
I wish every child would get loving mom like you,
I love you mom and I know you love me too.
I wish to get you as my mom in every birth,
As my mother is the beauty of creation on this earth.
She holds me tightly in my hard times,
She is my inspiration for writing poetry and these rhymes.
She is the cutest angel in my life,
She is the best in role of mother, daughter, sister, teacher & wife,
This piece is dedicated to all mothers in the world,
As they tightly hold their child in the difficult roads
which are curled.
Hats off to all mothers, Kneeling down in front of them,
As every mom is the real key of child's happiness and joy's stem.
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Mumma's Angel
 
Mumma's all time care,
Loving way,
understanding nature,
Showering Happiness's ray,
Made me Mumma's Angel.
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My Daughter
 
O My daughter, My Daughter,
I am sorry, so Sorry,
I couldn't save you,
I tried, I requested,
But they murdered you,
Killed you in the womb,
They betrayed me,
My Husband, My in-laws,
They took me to the doctor,
With a lie, with a cruel plan,
They told me a lie and said,
We are going for routine check up,
But with a great conspiracy,
Greedy Doctor injected me,
In my unconsciousness,
Their plan was in progress,
Doctor and my in-laws did plan together,
They have killed my Daughter.
My Daughter came into my dreams,
And told me about her pain,
Her dreams of watching this world,
all are useless and all are in vain,
She wanted to live with me,
And I too wanted to accompany her,
But a game of discrimination
between daughter and son,
Won over precious life of my daughter,
I want you to be in my life dear daughter,
But greedy in-laws & corrupted doctor,
Killed you in my womb, killed my daughter.
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My Desire
 
I always desired to fly so high,
I always wanted to reach the sky.
I Want to be perfect in the fields of my interest,
And in the field of dance, poetry and engineering,
I just want to be the 'BEST'.
I always desired for being an example for today's woman,
That She is perfect in every different field,
And for achieving my desires, Hard work from my side is began.
I just love to be known in the world of literature,
And I wanna be just an ameliorate in every feature.
I really wanna reach in the sky,
And desired to go even more high
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My Speech
 
Quality of my speech usually depends upon my thoughts.
 
~ Tanveer Sharma ~
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My True Friend
 
When I suffer from pain,
My true friend also go in vain.
When I enjoy a lot,
My friend ties tightly with me happiness's knot.
When I fell down in situation,
My friend give hand to support  and for further acceleration.
I enjoy his teasing way,
To me, He is actually happiness's or shiny's ray.
May god bless every one with such kind of friend,
The relationship like a circle which will have no end.
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My View
 
Swami Vivekananda said, 'The one who is not bound, the one who is free is YOU.'
 
So, I think we should not bound others in any limit. Let your children, youngers,
students, workers working with you, your colleague be as they want. if you think
they are not on a right track and you try to bound them with your strictness. It
may be more harmful as they can loose their wings by trying to fly out from the
limits of the cage. It can be more worst than you think.
 
Let them do what they want. And if they will fall in the situation, they will learn it
in a better manner and obviously not repeat those mistakes. (ACCORDING TO MY
POINT OF VIEW. YOU MAY HAVE DIFFERENT THOUGHT)
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My World
 
Your beauty is captured by my heart,
You become  my dream's part,
You are my world's precious pearl too,
Oh dear Angel! I love you.
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Natural Beauty
 
These Fresh pink flowers
reminds me of your fresh and beautiful face,
These flowers can be compared
with your natural grace.
With comparison it was amazing to know,
Even flowers are not as cute as you.
By analogy, those delicate pinkish aster,
But Your pinkish cheeks are more beautiful and natural.
As blossom flowers spread freshness,
same as your beauty spreads such happiness.
I really appreciate to you and your natural beauty,
To compliment you with flowers was my gorgeous duty.
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No Choice
 
My all time Impecuniousness,
Offered No Choice to me,
Adversity is in Daily progress,
since birth never dropped me free,
My wages are so much less,
Never found my bliss's key,
I am helpless for one time food.
 
I too want my educational progress,
I too desire to be literate in family,
But I am feeling helplessness,
I shouted but parents were not agree,
I begged for my dream's success,
I asked to send into school for savvy,
But My Family too treated  so rude.
 
Washing Utensils all the time bright helplessness,
This poverty is very powerful and heavy,
As it has washed my dreams of progress,
Tears rolled down for someone's sympathy,
Family demanding to remove indigence,
And pressure is on head to earn money,
For my conditions, scarcity is accused.
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Odd Feelings
 
All time smile & loud laugh again,
Dry tears and words are in pain.
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Pain
 
Beautiful moments and lovely times,
your memories  and my pain,
Always helping for various rhymes.
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Pain In Love
 
In a complete silence,
I heard loud cries,
Cry in pain,
Pain in Love,
Love for someone,
someone rests in heart,
Heart filled with affection,
Affection for someone,
Someone didn't understand,
Understanding of those feelings,
Feelings got hurt,
Hurting give wounds everyday,
Everyday the lover dies,
Dies for get someone in life,
Life is not so easy,
Not easy to handle a jar of love,
Love and Pain met together,
Together and forever,
Forever in pain,
Pain of lost love,
Lost Love never found again,
Again and again in a dark,
Darkness In life accompanies the soul,
The soul who visited me,
Me hearing those cries,
Cry for pain in love,
Pain In love is really so loud,
Loud in silence, more louder in many voices,
Voices ask about the cry,
And Reply comes, I cry in pain,
Pain of love, paining in love,
Crying and dying for love,
Really I am dying with pain in love.
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Perfect Temperature
 
Today Its risen up to 86 degrees,
As time has come to say b-bye to winter and cool breeze...
Its perfect time to switch on AC's,
come to know about perfect temperature from news channel 'bbc',
Wow, now Its time to wear sleeveless tops, mini-skirts and capries,
And now I can eat lots of cold items and ice-creams,
Its time to welcome sunny days,
As time has come to enjoy amber in different ways...
perfect is the temperature and bright are these days,
Whenever looking in the sky and on sun's rays,
positive beams come to the mind for fulfilling dreams,
That this girl also has a dream to rise like sunny beams.
I am happily welcoming this time,
As it has given me oppurtunity to rhyme...
At last, I wanna say to all readers to enjoy these days,
By potting pots of clays, with different plays and in your own ways...
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Planning And Action (Thought)
 
Plannings are not enough to bring any change ;  Actions should be taken for it.
 
~ Tanveer Sharma ~
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Poetry
 
Poetry is a feeling,
Reality is a poem,
My or your reality.
The feeling of happiness is a poem,
Poetry is an accompany to sorrows,
it is a Reflection of feelings.
Poetry is an Earth,
The sky is a poem,
its the depth of the words.
Poetry is a Temple,
Gurudwara and a mosque is a poetry,
one - God is in concern.
Poetry has its own identity,
completely full of emotions is a poem,
don't disrespect to the poetry is a request.
for me, poetry is to realize the ocean
for someone, the technical shape is a poem
poetry understands everything, whatever it is.
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Positive Thinking
 
Positive thinking with working hard,
Can take you so high,
So that you will touch the sky! ! !
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Rain Of Tears
 
You did hurt me, gave me so much pain,
I still remember your likes,
As you like the rain.
Let me shower rain for you,
Rain of my tears,
Let me tell that my feelings are true.
Come dear friend, enjoy the rain,
Get your happiness in this way,
As my feelings are in vain.
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Real Fact
 
When you try to enlighten others
your own life enlightens up completely.
This is the true fact,
As if you share your knowledge,
knowledge gets widen with discussion.
As if you study alone and not sharing it,
It would be the insult of education
Because that kind of education is not beneficial.
Thus, I wish we all share whatever we know,
so that yours, mine and everyone's life would enlighten up.
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Real World
 
Real world cum cruel world,
Knows to play with others,
Well known to snatch benefits,
Not for others but for themselves,
Stepped on other's foot to run,
To get whatever they desire,
Does not matter for other's pain,
Call that they are not responsible,
I call them irresponsible people,
Belonging to this selfish society,
Oh this is the reality - bitter truth,
This is the real world cum cruel world.
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Regrets
 
If time runs faster than you,
and it slips out,
then regrets will have no value.
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Reply By Mother Side
 
When your mother walked to the shadow of chanpa tree,
To sing her beautiful prayers,
She would surely notice you,
She can easily seek you,
By noticing your fragrance around,
By listening your soul's voice in your silence,
The way she cares for you will help  to find you from anywhere,
She is a mother and can search completely here and there,
Either hide your self behind the tree or behind the room curtains,
But your mother can search you, get you easily
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Road Of Desire
 
Arising a New day,
sunny shine on its way.
Inception of new hopes,
To cover all desirable roads.
Desiring to fly in the sky,
And To reach so high.
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Roses
 
Red Roses feel very lucky
as they are made for you
Happily Appreciating your beauty too.
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Sad
 
I cry
Because I am hurt.
I scream
Because my trust is broken.
I frown
Because I feel life is colorless.
I hide
Because no-one understands.
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Save Me
 
God is looking,
don't do sin,
don't murder me,
don't kill me
for dowry,
please! please!
hey god!
till when girls will suffer,
when in-laws will stop doing murder,
when-when the day will come?
When girls will get chance to fly,
when girls will get chance to touch sky,
same as these birds and these flies?
Don't kill me,
don't beck me for dowry!
Don't murder me..! !
save me- save me! ! !
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Save Mother Earth
 
Little Parth Saying you,
Each one grow one tree,
To make earth pollution free,
And save mother earth with greenery.
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Save Trees And Girls
 
Those who cut down the trees,
make difficult for their own breath,
Those who kill girl's child in womb,
they earn sin and do wrong,
along with it to say,
never do fraud with some one,
else wrong happens with own self,
those who snatch happiness of someone,
ever never can live happy themselves,
so, who take care for trees-womb-other's happiness,
god supports them, god take care for them.
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Ship Of Danger
 
I was sitting at the shore,
Playing with ocean's water,
Enjoying the depth of my thoughts,
Suddenly calmness went  away,
Water came in angry mood,
Ship inside it was in danger,
Brought danger for lives,
Ship Sank along with so many people,
Water with danger ship,
Washed away so many people.
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Silent Revelry
 
I feel glad to be in your life,
As you're the only one who knows how to control my every strife.
I feel so happy  being with you,
As you are very  precious to me and I love you too.
I feel a different kind of happiness when I get you around me,
As you're the one and only key of my revelry.
When you keep my hand in your hand,
I feel silent revelry that you're the one who understand.
Understanding my every feeling and expression,
And I am lucky to have you to shape my life's dimension.
I am glad, I am happy to have you in my life,
As I am  blissful with your supporting rife.
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Something Is Missing
 
Trying and trying from last few days,
Finding lost spark for writing ways,
Unable to understand, what is missing?
Emotions? Feelings? Pain? Tears Glistening?
Where are the words who always being with me?
Where are those thoughts and their key?
Don't Know but something is missing,
Trying to find the obstacle between me and writing...
Either its depth of well or height of sky,
I am unable to write today, don't know why?
Do I need some pain or Do I laugh more?
Or words are hidden in the dark or in store?
But yeah, something is missing that is I am sure,
What is it? it is the task to be assured....
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Sometimes Somewhere....
 
Sometimes Somewhere your move get paused,
Sometimes Somewhere your mood flaws,
Something happened but do not want to share,
Something is bothering you but don't want to care,
Somewhere Path of silence waits for you,
Somewhere track of dark hoots for you,
Something what upsets you, bothers you,
Something is hard to be understood too,
Sometimes somewhere something happens,
sometimes somewhere a situation lappens.
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Sorry
 
I am so sorry for loving you,
Please forgive me for trusting you,
I apologize to think of you all the time,
I accuse myself for dedicating you one more rhyme.
Sorry, sorry, so sorry 'to hate you still not',
& Thanking you happily for the sadness you brought,
You're too helpful for lots of tears in my eyes,
But I am sorry to deem you as god in skies.
I am sorry & ashamed once again,
To love you, for caring you in every rain,
I hope you will forgive me too,
But regretting for always loving you.
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Sorry Angel
 
Sorry Angel! I have to go,
For the nation to be safe.
Feeling low for your tears,
I too want to laugh more.
Regretting for going so far,
I wish to spend time with you.
You're my apple of an eye,
But its the time to say good bye.
Don't cry baby! don't cry,
Strange time is not in our favor.
Country needs me too,
But the truth is I love you.
Flowers in our home garden,
With fragrance will make you laugh.
Moon will accompany you,
For the cold & winter time.
Your Doll will play with you,
For the whole day & night.
I wish we will meet  in summer,
But cannot assure you.
If earth want to be decorated with red,
I would come forward to loose whole blood.
I will be in the names of  martyr,
You too will feel proud for your mom.
Then I will light up the most in the stars,
To sleep with my baby from the sky.
I am so sorry Angel I need to go,
Never forget baby! your mom loves you so.
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Spark Of Society
 
Youngsters can build their nation more energetic,
They can toil today for tomorrow's achievement,
Society can BE fast for being progressive,
When youth of country work hard in present.
 
New generation can be more powerful,
Just need to concentrate on today's requirement,
If they work on it, they can achieve all with easy pull,
And even can save the colony from social evils and can prevent.
 
Youth is the spark of society,
who has so much power,
They have so much talent in different variety,
Who can comfortably shower all around peace and power.
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Spoiling Life
 
Sudden change in expressions,
Instantaneous Reactions,
Loosing self- control,
Frustration covers the body-soul.
 
Mind gets block itself,
Unknown words come out itself,
Hurting each other,
Getting so rude - why no matter?
 
Spoiling life with uncontrollable annoyance,
By leaving behind all sweetness,
Love, feelings, soft emotions run away,
As bad humor comes out in its way.
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Tears That Fall
 
Life is not easy,
Not easy to move at all,
Without you I stopped moving ,
But I Can't stop tears that fall.
 
You called me your princess,
& Always treated me like a doll,
Today I feel like stopped breathing,
But I Can't stop tears that fall.
 
You Told me that you love me a lot,
Then why do you have created the wall,
Wall which stopped my step towards you,
But I Can't Stop tears that Fall.
 
Eyes are still waiting to see you,
Voice still wants your name to call,
You stopped talking to me,
But I can't stop tears that fall.
 
I know you too miss me,
But situations to jump are not small,
I wish you to be happy always,
Though I can't stop tears that fall.
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Those
 
Those who said They like my happiness,
they are the reason for my today's unhappiness.
 
~ Tanveer Sharma ~
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Thought (Raise Voice)
 
Raise your Voice against wrong Happenings. Otherwise by being silent, you too
can become part of wrong directional flow....
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Try! Not To
 
Try! 'not to' attempt mistakes
Else you've to regret,
Try! 'not to' take actions without thinking
Else you've to step on the rough track,
 
Try! 'not to' be selfish
Else you have to move alone one day,
Try! 'not to' make fun of others
Else god may make your fun in some other way,
 
Try! 'not to' break the trust of others
Else may be you'll never trust yourself again,
Try! 'not to'believe someone blindly
Else you may be thrown in the dark drain.
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Two Sides
 
If its the time of Dusk,
Dawn will surely arise.
If you feel sad,
Happiness will surely arrive.
if your life is in dark,
It will surely bring colors too.
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War Between Corruption & Thoughts
 
Boastful corruption
Pushed me
I was fallen down,
me trying to get up
she was laughing
& wearing happiness's crown,
I was feeling helpless
no support  
as corruption is all around,
My thoughts were shivering
for a moment
I was feeling low & down,
Corruption shouted
'I am powerful' said to me
to thud on the ground,
I got up, stood up
with much power
said in a loud sound,
I will be loyal till my last breath
May be I will fail in front of the situation
But I will never come to u & bound,
I will be loyal with my thoughts
I will be sticking to be against you
And will never come to your surround,
You may be powerful today
But Honesty gonna defeat you 
Here & there you will never be found,
Power of Honesty is more than you
Corruption! we will never bend
& will never let you win around,
War of my thoughts & corruption
My unbending view point
and corruption's renowned,
Popular is she 
just because of easiness in the work
Honesty calls her jerk in a loud sound,
My thoughts are confident
corruption gonna loose the war
& Honesty gonna have winner's crown.
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When I Will Not
 
When I will not be alive,
My words will left behind,
The scent of my ideas,
will spread around till a time.
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Who Am I?
 
I get angry,
I get happy,
I can cry,
Tears can easily dry,
eyes get wet with happiness too,
I can express feelings about you,
I can write and can read too,
I can think and creative in ideas too,
I can enjoy and sense your mood too,
who am I? I am a human! human being!
...
And you know! I can break your trust,
I can make you cry,
I can hurt you, stab you,
I know how to convince you,
convincing you for my own benefits,
I can hold you till I need you,
I can even hide my views about you,
I can have fake smile and I can tell a lie,
In short, I know to make you fool just,
You know, who am I? I am a human being!
A SELFISH HUMAN BEING.
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Without Poem & You
 
When you went away
The poem ran away too
In between poem and you
I am broken and sadness grew
Like Stone-hearted, I felt myself
As life without colors
same is me without poem and you.
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Women's Condition With Poverty
 
Struggling hard,
for basic needs.
Pressurizing adversity,
For one time meal.
Pity on hungry children,
But betraying destiny.
Critically working,
Laboring & digging.
Deep in thoughts,
Complexity for the solution.
For having no shed,
& Cannot buy even bread.
Children's appetite,
doesn't vanish with my labor.
Never thought for own condition,
Never taken proper food.
Whole body in pain,
working all time goes in vain.
Tirelessly digging,
toiling as puppets.
circumstances made us anile,
Because of tough laboring.
Seems Flimsy,
Because of no proper diet.
Suffering in pain,
Experiencing poverty.
Lack of basic requirements,
No situation amendments.
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Writer
 
some wounds,
some deep experiences,
some great thoughts,
some social happenings,
some imaginations
all together contribute
for a writer to write.
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You Are All Around
 
These winds shout to tell,
you are also on the same bay.
These clouds speak  loudly,
To tell that you are my happiness's ray.
My mind says every time,
That I can't live without you.
I stand over here waiting,
So that I could find some clue.
My heart enunciates your name all the time,
As I deeply and sincerely have concerns by you.
Words dedicated by you automatically sets rhyme,
Because in your absence, I feel so blue.
Please come! Please do come!
As from the long time, I have been waiting for you.
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Your Beauty, My Smile
 
Your awesome nature,
way of talking,
your lovely gestures,
all bring smile on my face.
your soft voice,
shiny eyes,
happiness on your face,
bring a huge smile on my face.
Your innocent talk,
beautiful walk,
precious style,
all together make me smile.
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You'Re Everywhere
 
Here & there,
I think about you every time & every where.
Yesterday in my dreams I found you,
You said there 'you love me too.'
Today! when I looked at loving couple,
I wanted to see you in humble.
I loved the way you care,
I get attracted the way you keep for me time spares.
I admit it! I love you a lot,
you're appreciable for happiness in my life you brought.
Smiles on my face in alone time too,
Indicates that It reminds me of you.
I ever forever having gracious person in life - that is you,
Oh Dear Ambrosia! I love you - I love you .
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